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Together with the deviation of light rays near the Sun the hange of the
orientation of Mer ury's orbit entury after entury is one of the rst dramati
onrmations of the orre tness of the general relativity theory on eived by
Einstein. But it is quite di ult to provide the reader with the details of the
al ulation as there is no simple way to do it. In fa t, to get the result it
is ne essary to dive into the full theory of general relativity. Here is a good
opportunity to dis over this theory while illustrating it on an example!
The derivation of the equations given here losely follows the presentation of
Edwin F. Taylor and John Ar hibald Wheeler in their delightful work "Exploring
Bla k Holes, Introdu tion to General Relativity" (Addison Wesley Longman,
2000). The al ulation of the integral giving the value of the pre ession of the
orbit is adapted from the one developped by Steven Weinberg (Gravitation and
Cosmology, Prin iples and Appli ations of the General Theory of Relativity,
John Wiley & Sons, 1972).

1 Prin iple of the al ulation
Whereas the qualitative aspe t and the histori al impa t of the pre ession of
the orbit of Mer ury, namely the advan e of the perihelion (the orbital point
losest to the Sun) of the planet with ea h revolution, are widely des ribed, the
al ulation of the amount of the shift is rarely given. This page is dedi ated to
this numeri al exer ise.
General relativity tea hes us that by propagating into spa e a free parti le
(that is a parti le not submitted to the a eleration of a motor) follows what is
alled a "geodesi " of spa etime. Thus we have to examine the following points:
• what is a "geodesi "?
• whi h equations govern a geodesi ?
• nd the solution of those equations; this will give us the traje tory followed

by a planet (whi h is a tually an ellipse in a rst approximation: thank
you Newton!)
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• ompute the tiny angle of rotation of the ellipse after the ompletion of

one orbit.

2 Metri s for urved spa etime around a massive
obje t
Newtonian me hani s des ribes the motion of a parti le in an absolute spa e
with respe t to an absolute time. The position of the moving obje t is lo ated
by its oordinates with respe t to some frame of referen e and is given as a
fun tion of time t. General relativity arms that there exists no absolute time
ant that time annot be disso iated from spa e. The theory bases its reasoning
on events, ea h event being hara terized by a point M (where it happens!) and
a time t (when it happens!). The events atta hed to a moving parti le onstitute
what is alled a worldline.
Let us onsider for example a spa eship moving freely through spa e, whi h
means that all his motors are turned o. Let us imagine that regular ashes
are emitted in a ordan e with a lo k lo ated inside the ro ket and beating
the time. The time interval between two su essive ashes will be denoted by τ
(this quantity is thus measured with respe t to the proper time of the spa eship).
Think now of another frame of referen e as onstituted by an ensemble of spa e
bea ons, also free from a eleration, at onstant mutual distan es from one
another (ea h free bea on stays at the same distan e from its neighbours). Every
signal bears the indi ation of its position in spa e (for instan e by showing its
distan e from some origin) and holds its own lo k. The lo ks of this se ond
frame are syn hronized between them. Then in that frame the interval between
two ashes (i.e. two events) is hara terized by two numbers: the spa e interval
s and the time interval t. To determine those two quantities it su es to re ord
whi h bea on fa es Flash #1 and whi h bea on fa es Flash #2 while noting the
times of those events.
Spe ial relativity is based on the following prin iple. The proper time interval τ between Event #1 et Event #2 is given by the formula
τ 2 = t2 − s 2

(1)

and this quantity does not depend on the frame in whi h it is evaluated. In
other words all observers agree on the value of τ omputed by Formula (1),
although the values of s and t dier from one system of referen e to another.
Be areful: unless otherwise indi ated, distan es will be measured in units
of time, as is often done in astronomy. We have hosen to do so in writing
Equation (1). On the ontrary if distan es s are expressed in onventional units,
for instan e in entimeters, then one should pass from the latter to our distan e s
expressed in se onds via the formula s(in se onds) = s(in entimeters)/ where
c is the speed of light in onventional units, namely 3 × 1010 m/s. (Expressing
distan es and times with the same unit would amount to taking the speed of
light equal to unity.)
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In general relativity the property of invarian e of the proper interval with
respe t to a hange of the oordinates remains valid but only lo ally, i.e. under the ondition of staying in a su iently small region of spa etime (its size
depends on the a ura y of the measurements). The main novelty on erns the
expression of the proper time as given by Formula (1). The oe ients entering
this formula depend now on the point of spa etime under onsideration and the
resulting expression takes the name of metri s. In fa t the whole stru ture of
spa etime, and espe ially its urvature, is in luded in the lo al expression of τ
and in the form of its oe ients.
We are interested here in the stru ture of spa etime around the sun. In
order to des ribe the physi s lo ally we onsider two nearby events separated
by innitesimal amounts of the time and spa e oordinates dt, dx, dy and dz .
If spa e were at, the metri s would have the form
(dτ )2 = (dt)2 − (dx)2 − (dy)2 − (dz)2

whi h is usually written (and a little sloppily) by onvention as
dτ 2 = dt2 − dx2 − dy 2 − dz 2

(2)

By working in spheri al oordinates, in a plane ontaining the enter of the sun
(this hoi e removes one spatial oordinate), that formula be omes
dτ 2 = dt2 − dr2 − r2 dφ2

where r denotes the distan e to the enter and φ an azimuthal angle in the plane
of the orbit (see the gure below).
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But spa etime around a enter of attra tion of mass M (for instan e a bla k
hole or the vi inity of the sun) is not at. It is hara terized by the S hwarzs hild
metri

dτ 2 = (1 − 2M/r)dt2 − (1 − 2M/r)−1 dr2 − r2 dφ2

(3)

The story is really fantasti : the whole stru ture of spa etime is embodied
in this "simple" formula (3).Even the famous bla k hole lurks behind those
apparently inno uous symbols.
One question: in whi h units is expressed the mass M in that formula? It is
seen that M has the dimension of a length, a quantity that we measure here in
se onds. Therefore M will also be measured in se onds. The formula allowing
to transform grams in se onds is
M (in se onds) = (G/c3 )M (in grams)

where (G/c3 ) = 2, 5 × 10−39 s/g.

3 The equations of a geodesi
The metri , that is (exa tly) the formula expressing at a givent point of spa etime the temporal interval between two nearby events, reveals the presen e of
urvature as soon as the expression deviates from Formula (2) orresponding to
at eu lidian spa e. That metri will allow us to nd the properties of the motion of a test parti le free from a eleration. A tually both spe ial and general
relativity tea h us that between two given events E1 and E2 a freely moving
body follows the path for whi h the time interval τ is maximum. Equivalently
one an say that a freely moving parti le follows a geodesi of spa etime as a
geodesi is pre isely dened by this property of maximazing the time interval.

Denition of a geodesi :
E2

the geodesi between two events E1 and
is the wordline for whi h the interval of proper time between E1

and

E2

is maximum.

That property of maximazing the proper time will allow us to derive the
equations of a geodesi . It will also yield the expressions of the energy and
angular momentum of a parti le in orbit around the enter of attra tion.

4 Energy of the parti le
Let us apply the prin iple of maximisation of the proper time interval in the
following manner. Suppose that a free spatial ship (whose ro kets are turned o)
falls radially, therefore along a straight path, towards the entral attra tive mass.
Imagine that three su essive ashes, with nearby time and spa e oordinates,
are emitted inside the spa eship. We observe those three events in some external
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frame. In that latter frame the event E1 onsists in the emission of a ash at
time t = 0 when the spatial engine is lo ated at radius r1 . The ash E2 is
emitted at time t when the abin is at radius r2 . The ash E3 is emitted at
time T when the abin is at radius r3 . The quantity T is assumed to be small.
We then imagine that we vary the intermediate oordinates of E2 . The prin iple
of maximal aging says that the geodesi starting from E1 and ending at E3 will
pass through Event E2 su h that the proper time interval
τ = τA + τB ,

(4)

is maximum. Here τA measures the interval over the rst spa etime segment
A, whi h onne ts E1 to E2 and τB measures the time interval over the se ond
segment B , whi h onne ts E2 to E3 .
In order to avoid varying all quantities at the same time, we assume in this
experiment that the lo ations of the radii r1 " r2 and r3 are xed and that only
the time t, at whi h the se ond ash is emitted, is allowed to hange. A ording
to Formula (3) the interval of proper time over the rst segment A is given by
its square
τA 2 = (1 − 2M/rA )t2 + (terms without t)
(5)
from whi h we dedu e
τA dτA = (1 − 2M/rA )tdt

(6)

The lapse of time over Segment B between the events E2 and E3 is (T − t),
and therefore the proper time duration τB is given by
τB 2 = (1 − 2M/r)(T − t)2 + (terms without t)

(7)

from whi h we dedu e
τB dτB = −(1 − 2M/rB )(T − t)dt .

(8)

To make the total time interval τ = τA + τB maximum with respe t to a
variation dt of time t, we write
dτ
dτA
dτB
=
+
=0
dt
dt
dt

(9)

Dedu ing dτA and dτB from Equations (6) and (8) and letting quite naturally
t = tA and T − t = tB , we easily get
(1 − 2M/rA )(tA /τA ) = (1 − 2M/rB )(tB /τB ) .

(10)

The left side of that equation depends only on parameters hara terizing the
rst segment A (whi h onne ts E1 to E2 ). The right side depends only on
parameters related to the se ond segment B (whi h onne ts E2 to E3 ).
We have dis overed in Equation (10) a quantity that is the same for both
segment. This quantity is thus a onstant of the motion for the free parti le under onsideration. For good physi al reasons (espe ially to re over the formulae
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of spe ial relativity), one is led to identify that onstant of motion as the ratio
of the energy of the parti le to its mass. We write this very important result in
the form
E/m = (1 − 2M/r)(dt/dτ )
(11)
an expression in whi h we have returned to the dierential notation for the
intervals t and τ .
In identally we may noti e that with the units we have hosen, energy E
and mass M are expressed in the same unit (for instan e the entimeter).

5 Angular momentum of the parti le
We have applied the prin iple of maximazing the proper time interval by varying
the time of the intermediate event E2 . We now perform the same operation but
this time we vary the angle φ of that intermediate event. We re all that φ
measures the dire tion of the moving parti le with respe t to some dire tion
hosen as the origin. We all it the azimuth.
We onsider again three events onsisting in the emission of ashes inside
a spa eship oating freely in spa e. The rst segment A onne ts Event E1 to
Event E2 . The se ond segment B onne ts E2 to E3 . The azimuthal angle of
the rst event is xed at φ = 0. The angle of the last one is xed at φ = Φ.
The intermediate azimuth is taken as the variable φ. Again in order not to vary
everything at the same time, we assume that the radius r at whi h the se ond
ash is emitted stays onstant.
We follow the same hain of reasoning as in the previous se tion. From the
metri (3), the time interval τA over the rst segment is given by its square
τA 2 = −rA 2 φ2 + (terms without φ)

(12)

and the interval τB over the se ond by
τB 2 = −rB 2 (Φ − φ)2 + (terms without φ)

(13)

from whi h we get
τA dτA
τB dτB

= −rA 2 φ dφ
= rB 2 (Φ − φ)dφ

(14)
(15)

By writing dτ /dφ = d(τA + τB )/dφ = 0 one easily obtains, similarly to Formula (10
rA 2 φA /τA = rB 2 φB /τB
(16)
after having written quite naturally φ = φA and Φ − φ = φB . The left side,
whi h ontains only terms that are spe i to the rst segment, is equal to the
right side, whi h ontains only terms relative to the se ond segment. We thus
exhibit another onstant of motion, namely r2 dφ/dτ (by shifting ba k to the
dierential notation), a quantity that turns out to be identied with the ratio
of the angular momentum L of the parti le to its mass m, whi h we write as
L/m = r2 (dφ/dτ ) .

(17)
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6 Computing the orbit
Te hni ally speaking in order to determine the traje tory of a moving body free
from a eleration we apply the following strategy. Knowing the energy E and
the angular momentum L of the parti le of mass m (E and L depend on the
initial onditions) we an follow the position of that parti le by omputing the
in rements of its spa etime oordinates t, r and φ as the proper time τ itself
advan es. Algebrai ally for ea h in rement dτ of the proper time we ompute
(or the omputer al ulates) the orresponding in rements dt, dr and dφ of the
oordinate of the mobile body. The squares of the in rements dtand dφ are
extra ted from Equations (11) and (17) in the following form:
dt2

=

2

dφ

=

(18)
(19)

(E/m)2 (1 − 2M/r)−2 dτ 2
2 −4

(L/m) r

dτ

2

We noti e that the expression of dr is missing. We get it by transporting the
values of dt and dφ into the metri equation (3) and solving it for dr. This
yields

dr2 = (E/m)2 − (1 − 2M/r)[1 + (L/m)2 r−2 ] dτ 2
(20)
By dividing both sides of Equations (20) and (19) we dire tly arrive to the
equation of the orbit in polar oordinates as


1 dr
r2 dφ

2

=



E
L

2


  

2M
m 2
1
− 1−
+ 2
r
L
r

(21)

7 The traje tory of the planet
By making the hange of variable
u = 1/r, du = −dr/r2

Equation (21) be omes


du
dφ

2

E2
= 2 − (1 − 2M u)
L



m2
+ u2
L2



.

(22)

Consider now a test parti le following its losed orbit around the sun. Its distan e r to the entral mass M ne essarily passes through a minimum r− and a
maximum r+ , whi h orrespond respe tively to the perihelion and the aphelion.
In onformity with the hange of variable u = (1/r) we let
u− = 1/r− = v , u+ = 1/r+ = w , with r− < r < r+ , w < u < v .

At both points the derivative dr/dφ vanishes, whi h writes as:
 2

E2
m
2
− (1 − 2M v)
+v
=
L2
L2


E2
m2
−
(1
−
2M
w)
+ w2
=
L2
L2

0

(23)

0.

(24)
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It is easy to extra t E 2 /L2 et m2 /L2 from those equations as
m2
= [v + w − 2M (v 2 + vw + w2 )]/2M
L2
E2
= (v + w)(1 − 2M v)(1 − 2M w)/2M
L2

(25)
(26)

Expression (22) thus takes the form


du
dφ

2

=

(v + w)(1 − 2M v)(1 − 2M w)/2M

−

(1 − 2M u)[v + w − 2M (v 2 + vw + w2 ) + 2M u2 ]/2M

(27)

whi h does vanish for u = v et u = w.
Multiplying both sides by the fa tor (1 − 2M u)−1 and developing that term
up to the se ond order in M as
(1 − 2M u)−1 ≃ 1 + 2M u + 4M 2 u2

we get
(1 − 2M u)

−1



du
dφ

2

= (v + w)(1 − 2M v)(1 − 2M w)(1 + 2M u + 4M 2 u2 )/2M
−[v + w − 2M (v 2 + vw + w2 ) + 2M u2 ]/2M

(28)

The tri k to simplify the apparently quite ompli ated right side onsists in
noti ing that we are dealing with a quadrati fun tion of u whi h vanishes at
u = v and u = w (if we negle t the terms of order M 3 ). Therefore it has the
form
C(v − u)(u − w) .

The value of the onstant C is immediately obtained by letting u = 0 as
C = 1 − 2M (v + w)

whi h allows us to write Equation (28) for the traje tory in the following quite
ompa t form


du
dφ

2

= (1 − 2M u)[1 − 2M (v + w)](v − u)(u − w)

(29)

By taking the square root of both sides of that equation and by negle ting
terms of order M 2 or higher the traje tory of the parti le around the sun an
be omputed by integrating the expression
dφ
1 + M (u + v + w)
=±p
.
du
(v − u)(u − w)

(30)
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The integration is trivial if one makes the hange of variable u → ψ dened
u=

1
1
(v + w) + (v − w) cos ψ
2
2

(31)

whi h easily leads to

or

p
1
(v − u)(u − w) = (v − w) sin ψ = −du/dψ
2
du
p
= −dψ
(v − u)(u − w)

(32)

We may ount the angles starting at the perihelion. At that point φ = ψ = 0
and u = v. From that point r in reases and thus u = 1/r de reases while the
angle ψ in reases. Taking into a ount Formulae (30), (31) and (32) we arrive
at the very simple integral
φ(u) =

Z

ψ(u)

0




3M
M
1+
(v + w) +
(v − w) cos ψ dψ
2
2

(33)

The rst term inside the bra kets, whi h is equal to unity, leads to the
lassi al newtonian ellipse. A tually if φ = ψ , then Expression (31) yields the
equation of the traje tory in polar oordinates (r, φ) in the form
u≡

1
1
1
= (v + w) + (v − w) cos φ
r
2
2

(34)

whi h does orrespond to an ellipse. Ordinarily the equation is written as
r=

p
1 + e cos φ

(35)

where p is the ellipse parameter (sometimes alled the semi-latus re
its e entri ity.
Identifying Formulae (34) and (35) we see that
1
1
1
= (v + w) =
p
2
2

et
e=



1
1
+
r−
r+



r+ − r−
v−w
=
v+w
r+ + r−

) and e

tum

(36)
(37)

With ommun notations the major axis of the ellipse is
2a = r− + r+

and the following relation holds
p = a(1 − e2 ) .

(38)
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8 Advan e of the perihelion
The se ond term in the integral (33), namely (3M/2)(v + w), reveals that the
angle φ is going to in rease more than twi e π when the planet returns to its
perihelion, from whi h it started. This phenomenon pre isely represents the
pre ession of the orbit. In fa t we multiply by 2 the in rease in the angle
φ between the perihelion r− ( orresponding to ψ = 0) and the aphelion r+
( orresponding to ψ = π) to obtain a shift per period equal to
∆φ =

6M π
p

(39)

where p is dened in (36).

The third sinusoidal term in sin ψ in the integral (33) adds only a periodi al
perturbation whi h produ es a kind of noise.
Let us al ulate the numeri al value of the angle of pre ession. The semimajor axis of the ellipti al orbit of Mer ure is a = 5.8 × 1012 m and its e entri ity
is e = 0.206. Thus p = 5.55 × 1012 m. The mass of the sun in entimeters is
M ( m) = (G/c2 )M (g), whi h yields (with M = 2 × 1033 ) M = 1.5 × 105 m.
Thus
∆φ = 5 × 10−7 radian/revolution = 0.103”/revolution
Knowing that there are 415 revolutions per entury we on lude that the
advan e of the perihelion amounts to
∆φ = 43” per entury.
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9 Period of revolution
Let us prot from those formulae to al ulate the period of revolution T of a
planet around the sun and re over the newtonian result. Formula (17) tea hes
us that the in rement (1/2)r2 dφ = (1/2)(L/m)dτ is proportional to the time
in rement dτ . But that quantity is nothing else than the elementary area dA
swept out by the radius joining the sun to the planet. Therefore the total area
swept out at time τ sin e time τ = 0 is
A = (1/2)(L/m)τ

(40)

After one omplete revolution the total time elapsed is T and the total swept out
area equals the area of the ellipse, namely πab if a and b denote the semiaxes.
We an thus on lude that
T = 2π(m/L) ab

(41)

Taking into a ount Formula (25) whi h gives (ignoring the M term inside the
parentheses)
m2
1
1
= (v + w)/M =
2
L
2
pM

and known relations
p = a(1 − e2 ) , b = a

we nd
T2 =

p
1 − e2 ,

4π 2 a3
.
M

In onventional units the formula reads
Ts2 /a3m = 4π 2 /(GMg ) ,

an expression in whi h the velo ity of light does not appear.

(42)

